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Introduction 

 2019 saw the leak of the documents regarding the human right violations of a group of muslims 
in Xinjiang, China. Regarded as "one of the most significant leaks of government papers from inside 
China’s ruling Communist Party in decades,” the 403 pages of shared information reports on the 
unprecedented exposition of the treatments against China’s minority groups. From China's systematic 
tracking, to the arrests and forced disappearance of Uyghur was the unveiling of the turbulent nature of 
Xinjiang.  

Definition of Key Terms 

Autonomous Region 

A provincial level administrative division, like province, an autonomous region has its own local 
government, but has more legislative rights.  

Belt and Road Initiative 
A Chinese economic and strategic agenda that is a reminiscent of the Silk Road, with plans to extend from 
China to Europe. First launched in 2013, the initiative is split into two routes. The “Silk Road Economic 
Belt” consists of overland routes for road and rail transportation. On the other-hand, the “21st Century 
Maritime Silk Road” will be utilising sea routes.  

Sinicization 

An act of assimilation, in which it brings people who are not of Chinese descent under the influence of 
Chinese culture. Han Chinese practices and cultures are adopted and assimilated into one’s respective 
country. A notable instance of sinicization includes the utilisation of the Chinese writing system into the 
Korean and Japanese language. 
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Mass Detention 

The act of holding a large population or group of people in custody.  

Great Leap Forward 

An economic and social campaign utilised by the communist Chinese to combat industrial and 
agricultural problems through the formation of people’s commune. It promoted labour-intensive 
industrialisation due to the failure of the Soviet model of industrialisation in China. Although the 
campaign has already spread throughout the country, the inefficiency of the campaign led to the starvation 
and eventual death of 20 million people between 1959 and 1962.  

Cultural Revolution 

The Cultural Revolution, also known as the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, was a decade-long 
period of reinvigorating communism through the eradication of opposing political ideology and 
personnels. First beginning in mid-May 1966 with the issuing of the “May 16 Notification,” led to what 
would become China’s bloodiest era, with the death of 2 million people.  

Sino-Soviet Relations 

A diplomatic relationship between China and the Soviet Union.  

Exodus 

A mass departure of people. 

Extremism 

The advocacy of extreme measures or views, or an ideology that is considered to be far outside the 
mainstream attitudes of society.  

Background information 
Although the Xinjiang re-education camps were officially implemented in 2017, the racial 

dispute runs deeper into the many histories of different people groups in China. The Xinjiang re-education 

camps, officially known as Vocational Education and Training Centres, is a part of a bigger conflict 

between the Han Chinese and the Turkish minority group, known as the Uyghur. 
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The long history of Xinjiang, officially known as Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, traces 

back to ancient China, with emphasis on nationalism, migration, and racial discrimination being factors 

contributing to the ongoing issue. The Xinjiang area was originally the Eastern Chagatai Khanate or 

Moghulistan, which was the Ugyhurs’ land before being conquered by the Manchu-led Qing Dynasty. 

During this specific period, the expansion of China led to Xinjiang falling under Chinese sovereignty. 

Along with the acquisition of Xinjiang during this time period, the country also saw the annexation of 

Tibet and Mongolia. 

     Caption #1: Xinjiang, the orange region, under the Mongol Empire, A.D. 1294 

Xinjiang was under the Qing Dynasty’s rule from the 1750s, was turned into a province in 

1884, and was disestablished after the Republic of China rule took control of the country in 1912. 

Xinjiang under the Qing rule was split into many different regions. The area was split into the two 

following political regions: the Dzungaria and the Tarim Basin (Eastern Turkestan).  The Tarim Basin was 

also known as “Tianshan Nanlu” and “Altishahr.” The geographical location of the two regions resulted in 

alternate names being used for the respective areas. Dzungaria's alternate name was North Xinjiang and 

Altishahr's alternate name was South Xinjiang. 

With the commencement of the Chinese Revolution in 1911, the Xinjiang land was seized by 

Yang Zengxin, a Han commander of a Turkish troop. The Beijing government later appointed him as the 

governor of the area. He was assassinated in 1928, and the area saw multiple changes in leadership before 

being established as an autonomous region in 1955.  
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  Caption #2: Xinjiang being established as an autonomous region in 1955 and remain as one since the 

 writing of this background guide. 

In 1958-60 and 1966-76, China was met with the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural 

Revolution, respectively. During this time, radical policies were implemented in Xinjiang alongside other 

places in China. These changes led to problems like food shortages and exclusion of minorities. The Sino-

Soviet relations was one of the factors that led to the exclusion of minorities. With the tension and 

disruption of the Sino-Soviet relations, it led to the exodus of the Kazakh people into Kazakhstan, which 

at the time was a region of the Soviet Union. These exclusion and exodus of minority groups increased 

political instability and tension between ethnic groups.  

Life did improve in the area significantly with the conclusion of the Cultural revolution. 

Political and economic policies and regulations were less radical and more tame, which allowed the area 

to flourish economically, as well as to stabilise. But as the area started to flourish, more focus and 

attention came along with it. With China increasing the economic investment in Xinjiang, more people of 

Han descent from other parts of the countries flooded into the area. The area, now economically 

developed and stable, saw a disparity between the Hans and Ughyur people. The disparity between the 

two ethnic groups has led to tension and dispute, with outbreaks of violence and protest occurring from 

time to time. 

In 2009, riots broke out in Xinjiang due to the dispute between Hans and Uyghur factory 

workers, which led to more than 100 deaths. The riots became a trigger for multiple coordinated attacks 

by the Uyghur radicals from 2009 to 2016. Some of these attacks were orchestrated by the Turkistan 
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Islamic Party, which is seen as a terrorist organisation by multiple countries including the United Nations 

themselves. 

 Following the riots, multiple regulations and changes were implemented in Xinjiang. Under 

Wang Lequan’s rule, the Uyghur language was replaced by Mandarin in educational facilities, and 

Uyghur practices were penalised for or banned amongst workers. Such practices include fasting, praying, 

or wearing religious accessories. In 2010, Wang was later replaced by Zhang Chunxian, who continued 

implementing Wang’s recessive policies and regulations.  

In 2013, the Belt and Road initiative was announced, and these banned practices were 

reinforced in the announcement. Further regulation was included, and the list of banned practices was 

expanded. Religious clothes and accessories weren’t allowed in public, naming of children was restricted 

to ones with non-religious meanings. Under Zhang’s rule in 2014, the Communist Party launched its 

"Strike Hard Campaign against Violent Terrorism" in Xinjiang. This campaign saw the arrests, detentions, 

and incarcerations of many Uyghur.  

Xinjiang once again saw another change of leadership in 2016, with Chen Quanguo, a well-

known hardline Communist Party leader in Tibet, taking leadership of the Xinjiang Area. With Chen 

gaining jurisdiction over Xinjiang, 90,000 police officers were hired and placed in the area as well as 

7300 heavily guarded checkpoints in the area between 2016 and 2017, making the province the most 

heavily guarded and policed place in the world.  

Starting from 2017, multiple “re-education” camps were set up in the Xinjiang region. The 

local media would refer to them as “counter-extremism training centres” or “education and transformation 

training centres.” These camps were previously school or office buildings, with some being built from 

scratch for the sole purpose of being utilised as a re-education camp. 

  Caption #3: The location and number of Xinjiang Detention camps as of 2020, taken by the ASPI’s 

International Cyber Policy Centre 
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Prior to the leak of documents in 2019,  not much was known about these re-education camps. 

These camps were targeted at people of religious affiliation, with the goal of reforming them. With China 

tightening their leniency on religious practices, emphasising on adopting state-atheism, treatments in 

these facilities camps worsened.  

According to Chinese ambassador Cheng Jingye, trainees in these facilities and camps have 

“graduated,” and have assimilated back to normal life in finding jobs and reuniting with families. He also 

disregarded the claim that one million people had been detained in Xinjiang, and claimed it as fake 

news.   

Cheng states the following in his interview with Australian publicist, “I understand now the 

trainees in the centres have all completed their studies and they have, with the assistance of the local 

government, they have gradually or steadily found their jobs… The freedom of religious belief and the 

other rights of all ethnic groups in Xinjiang have been promoted and protected… The spread of 

extremism has been effectively curbed and public security has been notably improved in Xinjiang and 

people of all ethnic groups are able to live and work in peace.”  

In 2019, the New York Times published an article containing leaked documents regarding the 

re-education camps in Xinjiang. Titled, ‘Absolutely No Mercy’: Leaked Files Expose How China 

Organised Mass Detentions of Muslims, the article contains the original document in Chinese with direct 

translation for international readers. With 403 pages of shared information, this signified one of the 

largest leaks from China in decades. 

The documents included 96 pages of speeches by Xi Jinping, 102 pages of speeches by other 

officials, 161 pages of reports and orders regarding surveillance and containment of the Uyghur 

population, and 44 pages of investigation by local officials. Although little is known regarding how the 

documents were acquitted, many hopes that this would prevent further damage towards the Uyghur 

population. 

The abuse, mistreatment, and persecution of the Uyghur in the Xinjiang re-education camps 

have not gone unnoticed. With the 2019 leak of the documents regarding these camps, international 

recognition and attention rose. With more news channels and organisations recognising this crisis, the 

activism for this issue has branched into many forms to help with spreading awareness.  

One of the earliest forms of raising awareness was by Feroza Aziz through the popular video 

taking app, TikTok. Utilising popular content and clickbait, Aziz, in the beginning of the 1 minute video, 

promised the viewers how to get long eyelashes. The video then took a turn, in which Aziz tells the 

viewers to look up the situation regarding the Uyghur population in Xinjiang.  
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Aziz says in the video,"So the first thing you need to do is grab your lash curler, curl your 

lashes, obviously. Then, you're going to put them down and use your phone that you're using right now to 

search up what's happening in China." 

With TikTok being a Chinese-owned app, the irony in seeing the start of the awareness 

regarding the Uyghur issue was amusing to some. Another way of raising awareness on the app also 

includes dancing to viral trends as seen with William Temple. Temple has started chain dances, in an 

attempt to raise more awareness until the trainees in the camps are heard and rescued. Originally starting 

as a joke, it quickly became a thing Temple took seriously after seeing the pictures of what was occurring 

in the camps.  

Roze Dautova is a Ugyhur muslim who is currently in the United States. Dautova took a more 

straightforward and direct video to explain what was going on in these re-education camps. These TikTok 

content creators have actively expressed their intent to continue raising awareness for this issue. They 

have expressed not fearing being suspended on the app, and will make new accounts and continue 

posting. 

"TikTok is a wider platform ... and I thought it was a great way to spread awareness," Dautova 

said. "I have people contacting me and commenting on the video saying this great I'm spreading 

awareness and that they had no idea this was going on." 

Besides the activism on TikTok and other social media platforms, many organisations have set 

up petitions and projects in helping resolve this issue. Organisations like Amnesty International, and the 

Uyghur Human Rights Project have constantly and actively raised awareness for the issue by publishing 

articles, setting up donations for humanitarian assistance, and releasing reports and updates on the 

situation.  

Key issues 
Key issues regarding this topic includes the violation of human rights of a minority group, the 

transparency of government directives, and the lack of accessibility for intervention from international 
humanitarian groups. The core of this issue is the mass detention of the Uyghur muslims and the 
reoccurring human rights violation committed in the facilities. Due to government involvement and the 
lack of humanitarian laws in the country, the perpetuation of these acts will only continue unless initiative 
is taken to prosecute and hold the perpetrators accountable. The transparency of government directive is a 
factor contributing to this issue. The detainment of these muslim started in 2017, but recognition was only 
found in 2019, indicating the Chinese government’s concealment of their activity from other governments 
and the public for two whole year before the leak. On another note relating to the government, China has 
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denied intervention from international humanitarian groups regarding this issue. Although not stated 
explicitly, China has denied the U.N. reports of Uyghur detention camps, and continues to prevent 
intervention from external parties.  

Major Parties Involved and their Views 
People’s Republic of China 
In October 2019, the Chinese government legalised re-education camps in Xinjiang. Throughout the 
duration of the current timeline, starting from 2018 to 2020, China has reported denied the act of any 
human right abuse against the Uyghur population in the Xinjiang region. Constant denial includes the 
speech, “There is no such thing as re-education centres in Xinjiang and it is completely untrue that China 
put 1 million Uyghur into re-education camps,” during the 2018 UN meeting in Geneva. Denial also came 
in the form of an authoritative report claiming, “A country under the rule of law, China respects and 
protects human rights in accordance with the principles of its Constitution… Xinjiang has not had violent 
terrorist cases for more than two consecutive years, extremist penetration has been effectively curbed, and 
social security has improved significantly.” 

The United States of America 
The United States Senate has passed the Uyghur Human Rights Policy Act on 11 September 2019. In 
December of the respective year, the Uighur Intervention and Global Humanitarian Unified Response 
Act (UIGHUR Act) was passed by the United States House of Representatives. The third and most recent 
version of the bill, Uyghur Human Rights Policy Act of 2020, was passed on May 14, 2020 before being 
signed into the law by President Trump on June 17, 2020.  The act urges the following governmental 
parties and personnels to act upon the clauses listed in the bill: 

1. The Director of National Intelligence to Inform the congress on the security issues caused by 
the Chinese government in regards to unwarranted punishment of the Uyghur in Xinjiang. 

2. The Federal Bureau of Investigation to ensure the protection of the Uyghur and Chinese 
nationals in the U. S. 

3. The U.S. Agency for Global Media to document and report on Chinese media related issues in 
Xinjiang. 

4. The United States Department of State to document on the extent of the reported Chinese 
government’s unwarranted punishment of the Uyghur in Xinjiang. 

Human Rights Watch 
The Human Rights Watch released a report titled, ”'Eradicating Ideological Viruses': China's Campaign of 
Repression Against Xinjiang's Muslims,” regarding the unwarranted systematic mass detention of the 
minority muslim in the Xinjiang region. The report also also called upon foreign governments to act on a 
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range of multilateral and unilateral actions against China for its actions, including "targeted sanctions" 
regarding those responsible. 

Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI) 
Australian Strategic Policy Institute is a defence and strategic policy responsible for the research and 
advocacy regarding social policy, political strategy, economics, military, technology, and cultural issues. 
In September of 2020, the ASPI has identified over 380 detention centres via satellite imaging.  

Russian Federation 
Sergey Lavrov, Russian Foreign Minister, stated On 4 February 2019 regarding their awareness of the 
Xinjiang detention camps. Although stating obliviousness regarding this issue, Russia later signed the 
document in support of China at the UN Human Rights Council. Lavrov, on the 9th of October 2019, 
states that ”China has repeatedly given explanations concerning the accusations that you have mentioned 
probably citing our Western colleagues. We have no reason to take any steps other than the procedures 
that exist at the UN that I mentioned, such as at the Human Rights Council and its Universal Periodic 
Reviews.” 

European Union 
According to Federica Mogherini, the High Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and 
Security Policy, “The most outstanding disagreement we have with China concerns the human rights 
situation in China, as underlined in your Report. We also focused on the situation in Xinjiang, especially 
the expansion of political re-education camps. And we discussed the detention of human rights defenders, 
including particular cases.” The European Parliament then passed a non-binding resolution condemning 
the mass incarceration of Uyghurs on 19 December 2019, in which they call upon EU companies with 
supply chains in the region to ensure that they are not complicit with crimes against humanity. 

Organisation for Islamic Cooperation 
The Organisation for Islamic Cooperation wrote and passed a resolution in which it "commends the 
efforts of the People's Republic of China in providing care to its Muslim citizens.” The unexpected praise 
from the OIC was met with opprobrium from the general and muslim population.  

Timeline of Key Events 

1 October 1949 Mao Zedong declares the creation of the 
People’s Republic of China. 
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1955 Xinjiang becomes an autonomous region of 
China.

1994

Wang Lequan becomes the Communist Party 
Secretary of Xinjiang before being replaced 
by Zhang Chunxian in 2010. Wang 
implemented the replacement of the Uyghur 
language with Mandarin in educational 
facilities. Wang also enforced the 
penalisation of Uyghur practices in 
workplaces; such practices include fasting, 
praying, or wearing religious accessories.

5 July 2009

Violent riots broke out in Ürümqi, capital 
city of Xinjiang. The riot resulted in more 
than 197 deaths, 1,721 injuries, and 1,500 
arrest and an unconfirmed amount of 
disapperance. 

April 2010 Zhang Chunxian replaces Wang sequin as the 
Communist Party Secretary of Xinjiang. 

2013 The Belt and Road Initiative was launched 
by President Xi Jinping.

29 August 2016

Chen Quanguo becomes the Communist 
Party Secretary of Xinjiang. Chen’s 
leadership led to the implementation of 
police officers and checkpoints, officially 
making the province the most heavily 
guarded and policed place in the world at that 
time. 

March 2017

Xinjiang’s government passes an anti-
extremism law that bans people from 
growing long beards and wearing veils in 
public. The government also legally 
recognises the use of training centre to 
eradicate extremism.

April 2017 China detains around 800~2,000,000 
minority muslims in Xinjiang.

8 July 2019

22 countries issues a statement regarding the 
mass detention including the widespread 
surveillance and repression in China, calling 
for an end to such act. 50 countries combat 
this with a counter-issue of their own, 
stating: “Safety and security has returned to 
Xinjiang and the fundamental human rights 
of people of all ethnic groups there are 
safeguarded.”
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Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 
Previous attempts to solve the issue include multiple joint-statements given by countries 

condemning China for the human rights abuse committed in Xinjiang. Many organisations and countries 
have also issued data, documents, and reports regarding the situation in the autonomous region. Although 
many statements, reports, and updates were given, there is still yet a resolution passed by the United 
Nations regarding this issue.  

Possible Solutions 
 Due to the limited accessibility for intervention due to strict Chinese governmental provision, 
many direct solutions may be seen as impracticable at this current moment. But in an idea situation, 
constant third-party monitoring and checkups would be beneficial for the assurance of the muslim 
minorities’ human rights. Some other solutions that are seen as beneficial includes the independence of 
Xinjiang from China, asylum protection for muslim refugees, as well as the prosecution of Chinese 
leaders in the International Criminal Courts. Although these solutions are not feasible due to the political 
nature of China, it is a solution that can be implemented in the long run.  

Relevant UN Treaties or Resolutions 

- Due to the early nature of this issue, no resolutions or treaties have been passed or made effective 
as of the writing of this background guide.  
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